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Biocidal and Sporicidal Efficacy of Pathoster
0.35% and Pathoster 0.50% Against Bacterial
Agents in Potential Bioterrorism Use
Antonio Candeliere, Emanuele Campese, Adelia Donatiello, Stefania Pagano, Michela Iatarola,
Francesco Tolve, Leonardo Antonino, and Antonio Fasanella

The use of products that can neutralize or significantly reduce the microbial load and that are not harmful to human
health and the environment represents a milestone in the fight against the spread of infectious diseases. Peracetic acid,
besides being an excellent sterilizing and sporicidal agent, is harmless to humans and the environment when it is used in a
common dosage. However, the high costs and loss of efficacy of the product very quickly after its reconstitution limit its
use. We evaluated the efficacy and stability of 2 commercial products, based on stabilized peracetic acid (Pathoster
0.35% and Pathoster 0.50%) used against spores of Bacillus anthracis and spores of Bacillus cereus and vegetative forms
of Yersinia pestis, Burkholderia mallei, Burkholderia pseudomallei, Francisella tularensis, Brucella abortus, and Brucella
melitensis. The efficacy tests were based on the direct contact of the products with a standard suspension of the bacteria.
The stability of the products was defined as the period of time during which the biocidal and sporicidal properties
remained unchanged. The limit of effectiveness was the period after which the product was unable to exert a complete
sterilization after a contact of 5 minutes with at least 1 of the 8 bacteria used in this work. Both formulations showed
good efficacy against the microorganisms used in the study, confirming the utility of peracetic acid as a sterilizing
product. After the reconstitution, Pathoster 0.35% was stable until 16 – 1 days, while Pathoster 0.50% was stable until
24 – 1 days. The formulations used in this study showed good performance and a significant stability of peracetic acid.

O

ne of the strategic issues in the fight against the
spread of bacterial and viral agents is the use of substances that are able to neutralize the pathogenic environment load and that do not have harmful effects on human

health and the environment.1,2 The most indicative parameter of the effectiveness of a sterilizing product is its
ability to inactivate bacterial spores and, in particular, those
of Bacilli and Clostridia.3,4 In spore-forming bacterial
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agents, in fact, those belonging to the genus Bacillus produce spores that are among the most durable in nature.
Bacillus anthracis, for example, is able to produce spores
that can survive in the external environment and under
adverse conditions for many decades. The strong lethality
for humans, the ease with which it can produce large
amounts of spores, and the ability of spores to survive for
many years with their virulence unaltered make the Bacillus
anthracis bacteria one of the most studied as a potential
biological weapon.5 Often in the past, several substances
have been used against bacterial agents, viruses, and protozoa, but these substances were highly toxic to humans and
harmful to the environment. An example of these substances, widely used for disinfecting medical instruments, is
glutaraldehyde, which, although it is an effective sporicidal
agent, has tissue-damaging action with a direct action on
proteins involved in cell differentiation and on DNA as well
as a potential carcinogenic effect.6
Compared to glutaraldehyde, peracetic acid has a similar
and sometimes better biocidal efficacy.3,7 Specifically, a
contact time of 5 minutes is recommended for the destruction of vegetative forms of some bacteria and viruses
(HBV, HIV), while for sporicidal activity against bacilli, a
contact time of 10 minutes is needed using solutions of
peracetic acid with a concentration of 0.35% and about 1015 minutes of contact for solutions of peracetic acid with a
concentration of 0.09%.7
Peracetic acid has the advantage of remaining effective
even in the presence of organic residues, and it may also
decompose into nontoxic and nonmutagenic substances
(acetic acid and oxygen).3 Peracetic acid has an excellent
sterilizing action after short-time contact, it is a strong
oxidant, and its oxidation potential is higher than that of
chlorine and chlorine dioxide.8-10 It is soluble in water and
in polar organic solvents, but unfortunately the diluted
solutions of peracetic acid are very unstable: A solution of
peracetic acid with a concentration of 1% loses half of its
effectiveness in about 6 days.4 To extend the time of stability, peracetic acid should be stored at ordinary temperatures, preferably in a cool place, and it should remain
inside the original container.
Another way to extend the stability of peracetic acid is to
add it to the solution of a chemical compound such as
hydrogen peroxide. The stability of the peracetic acid can
be affected by glass and by many types of plastics; peracetic
acid can cause deterioration of some materials made of vinyl
formulations commonly used as gaskets, and it can attack
natural and synthetic rubbers.11 Pure aluminum, stainless
steel, and tin-plated iron are resistant to peracetic acid,
while normal steel, galvanized iron, copper, brass, and
bronze are susceptible to corrosion reaction.12,13
The germicidal properties of peracetic acid were reported
in the early 1900s by Freer and Novy (1902), who noted
‘‘the excellent disinfecting and sterilizing action of peracetic
acid at ambient and cold temperatures,’’ but it is thanks to
the improvement of the industrial production process that
Volume 14, Number 4, 2016

peracetic acid has become a consumer product.4,14 Hutchings and Xezones (1949) showed that peracetic acid turns out
to be the most effective of 23 germicides tested against spores
of Bacillus thermoacidurans.15 Greenspan and MacKellar
(1951) defined bactericidal activity at a concentration of
0.001%, fungicidal activity at a concentration of 0.003%,
and sporicidal activity at a concentration of 0.3%.16
The disinfectant activity of peracetic acid is based on the
release of active oxygen.17 It is assumed that peracetic acid
either interrupts the chemiosmotic function of the cytoplasmic membrane and therefore the transport through the
membrane, or it causes a rupture of the cell wall.18,19 Its
action as a denaturing agent of proteins could explain its
properties as a sporicidal and ovicidal agent.4 In addition, at
the intracellular level, peracetic acid may oxidize the essential biochemical enzymes interfering with biochemical
pathways and interfering with the active transport across
membranes that alter the levels of intracellular solute.13
It has been verified that peracetic acid acts on the basis of
the DNA molecule.20 It has been recently demonstrated
that the sporicidal activity of peracetic acid is carried out
through specific activity against the receptors of germination GerB and GerK.21 The products of decomposition of
peracetic acid are acetic acid, hydrogen peroxide, oxygen,
and water, and there are 3 reactions in which peracetic acid
degrades in an aqueous solution: spontaneous decomposition, hydrolysis, and the decomposition of transition metalcatalyzed.22-27 The pH range, which can fluctuate from 5.5
to 8.2, is linked to the spontaneous decomposition in acetic
acid and oxygen.22
In this article, we evaluate the biocidal and sporicidal
efficacy and the stability of 2 commercial products containing 0.35% and 0.50% stabilized peracetic acid
(Pathoster 0.35% and Pathoster 0.50%); these products
have been tested against spores of Bacillus anthracis and
Bacillus cereus and against vegetative forms of Yersinia pestis,
Burkholderia mallei, Burkholderia pseudomallei, Francisella
tularensis, Brucella abortus, and Brucella melitensis. The aim
was to verify the effectiveness and stability of the 2 products
on a range of spore-forming and non-spore-forming bacteria, with particular reference to bacteria named by the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) as
potential bioterrorism agents.

Materials and Methods

Bacteria
The effectiveness and stability of Pathoster 0.35% and
Pathoster 0.50% against 8 bacteria have been verified
(Table 1).
Bacillus anthracis
Bacillus anthracis is the agent of anthrax. Spores of the
pathogen strain A0843 were produced on solid medium for
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Table 1. Bacterial Strains and Microbial Load Used in This Work
Bacterial Strain

Medium

N: Amount of Bacteria in Suspension

Bacillus anthracis

A0843

Reference

5% sheep blood agar

Bacillus cereus

ATCC 10876

5% sheep blood agar

Yersinia pestis

NCTC02028

CIN agar

Burkholderia mallei

ATCC23344

5% sheep blood agar

Burkholderia pseudomallei

A101-10

Ashdown LR

Francisella tularensis ssp. tularensis

SCHU S4

CHAB-A

Brucella abortus

B19 Vaccine strain

Brucella agar

Brucella melitensis

RKI 16 M

Brucella agar

5.2 · 108 – 20% spores CFU/ml
equal to 8.6 £ log Nanthrax £ 8.8
6.7 · 108 – 20% spores CFU/ml
equal to 8.7 £ log Ncereus £ 8.9
2.1 · 109 – 20% CFU/ml
equal to 9.2 £ log Npestis £ 9.4
4.9 · 109 – 20% CFU/ml
equal to 9.6 £ log Nmallei £ 9.8
3.2 · 109 – 20% CFU/ml
equal to 9.4 £ log Npseudomallei £ 9.6
2.6 · 109 – 20% CFU/ml
equal to 9.3 £ log Ntularensis £ 9.5
2.3 · 109 – 20% CFU/ml
equal to 10.2 £ log Nabortus £ 10.4
1.5 · 109 – 20% CFU/ml
equal to 10.1 £ log Nmelitensis £ 10.3

sporulation. The spores were collected after we verified that
the level of sporulation was about 95%. The suspension was
collected in saline solution 0.9%, and then it was incubated
at 56C for 30 minutes in order to remove all the vegetative
forms. After incubation, the spores were washed 3 times in
saline solution 0.9%. The stability of the solution containing spores has been verified by plate count carried out
every 2 weeks for 3 months. In the tests, we used a stabilized
suspension Nanthrax containing 5.2 · 108 – 20% spores
CFU/ml equal to 8.6 £ log Nanthrax £ 8.8.
Bacillus cereus
Spores of the strain ATCC 10876 of B. cereus were produced
on solid medium for sporulation. The spores were collected
after we verified that the level of sporulation was about 95%.
The suspension was collected in saline solution 0.9%, and
then it was incubated at 56C for 30 minutes in order to
remove all the vegetative forms. After incubation, the spores
were washed 3 times in saline solution 0.9%. The stability of
the solution containing spores has been verified by plate count
carried out every 2 weeks for 3 months. In the tests, we used a
stabilized suspension Ncereus containing 6.7 · 108 – 20%
spores CFU/ml equal to 8.7 £ log Ncereus £ 8.9.
Yersinia pestis
A pathogenic strain of Y. pestis (strain NCTC 02028), the
agent of plague, was used for this experiment. The strain was
grown in 5% sheep blood agar plates. After incubation at
37C for 48 hours, a single colony was picked and streaked
on a CIN agar and incubated at 37C for 48 hours. In the
tests, we used a stabilized suspension Nyersinia containing
2.1 · 109 – 20% CFU/ml equal to 9.2 £ log Nyersinia £ 9.4.
Burkholderia mallei
A pathogenic strain of B. mallei (strain ATCC 23344), the
agent of glanders, was used for this experiment. The strain
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was grown in 5% sheep blood agar plates. After incubation
at 37C for 48 hours, a single colony was picked and
streaked on 5% sheep blood agar plates and incubated at
37C for 48 hours. In the tests, we used a stabilized suspension Nmallei containing 4.9 · 109 – 20% CFU/ml equal
to 9.6 £ log Nmallei £ 9.8.
Burkholderia pseudomallei
A pathogenic strain of B. pseudomallei (strain A 101-10)
was used in this experiment. The strain was grown on agar
Ashdown LR. After incubation at 37C for 24 hours, a single
colony was picked and streaked on agar Ashdown plate and
incubated at 37C for 24 hours. In the tests, we used a
stabilized suspension Npseudomallei containing 3.2 · 109 – 20%
CFU/ml equal to 9.4 £ log Npseudomallei £ 9.6.
Francisella tularensis ssp. tularensis
A pathogenic strain of F. tularensis (strain SCHU S4), the
agent of tularemia, was used in this experiment. The strain
was grown in 5% sheep blood agar plates. After incubation
at 37C for 48 hours, a single colony was picked and
streaked on a plate of agar with 9% chocolatized sheep
blood, supplemented with antibiotics (CHAB-A) and incubated at 37C for 48 hours. In the tests, we used a stabilized suspension Ntularensis containing 2.6 · 109 – 20%
CFU/ml equal to 9.3 £ log Ntularensis £ 9.5.
Brucella abortus and Brucella melitensis
Pathogenic strains of B. abortus and B. melitensis (B19
vaccine strain and RKI 16 M), the agents of brucellosis,
were used in this experiment. The strains were separately grown in 5% sheep blood agar. After incubation at
37C for 48 hours, a single colony was picked and streaked
on a plate of brucella agar 5% and incubated at 37C
for 48 hours. In the tests, we used a stabilized suspension Nabortus containing 2.3 · 109 – 20% CFU/ml equal to
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10.2 £ log Nabortus £ 10.4 and a stabilized suspension
Nmelitensis containing 1.5 · 109 – 20% CFU/ml equal to
10.1 £ log Nmelitensis £ 10.3.
Pathoster 0.35% and Pathoster 0.50%
Pathoster 0.35% and Pathoster 0.50% are cold chemical
sterilants in compliance with UNI EN 14937:2009, characterized by a chemical composition based on stabilized
peracetic acid. (Pathoster sterilants are produced by Cerichem Biopharm SRL, Cerignola (FG), Italy.) Pathoster
0.35% is a medical device registered with number 1361127/
R and CND code D050101. The products contain nonionic copolymers compatible with the oxidizing solution,
consisting of a hydrophobic central part and hydrophilic
lateral chains and a mixture of carboxylic acids. These
chemical compounds generate a slow release of peracetic acid
that allows long life of the products. The products consist of
2 components: The first one is the activator, and the second
one is the stabilizer. The 2 components must be mixed before use with the ratio of 75 ml activator and 625 ml stabilizer. The result of the mixing will be the reconstituted
product, ready for use. The sterilizing solution of Pathoster
0.35% ready for use consists of 0.32% peracetic acid, 1.41%
of hydrogen peroxide, aqueous buffer solution, corrosion
inhibitors, non-ionic surfactants, complexing agents, and
stabilizers. The sterilizing solution of Pathoster 0.50%
ready for use consists of 0.46% peracetic acid, 2.2% of
hydrogen peroxide, aqueous buffer solution, corrosion inhibitors, non-ionic surfactants, complexing agents, and stabilizers. Both formulations show good compatibility with
materials except for aluminum, copper and corresponding
alloys, and natural gums. The activator showed an oral LD50
for rats of 1540 mg/kg, a dermal LD50 for rats of 1410 mg/
kg, and an inhalation LC50 of 450 mg/m3.

Stability Test of the Products
After being reconstituted, the products were kept at an
ambient temperature (between 23C and 26C) throughout the experimental period. A quantity of 100 ml of the N
suspension of each bacterium examined in this work was
added to 900 ml of product, and the solution obtained was
kept at room temperature for 5 minutes before proceeding
to scalar dilutions in physiological solution. For B. anthracis
and B. cereus, the considered dilutions were 10-6 and 10 -7,
while for all the remaining studied bacteria the dilutions
considered were 10-7 and 10-8.
The above dilutions were chosen to optimize the reading
of the plates. For each dilution, 3 plates of specific agar
medium were used for each bacterium (Table 1), and each
plate was seeded with 100 ml of solution containing bacteria
and Pathoster. After seeding, the 3 plates were aerobically
incubated at 37C and the readings of colonies were made
at 24, 48, and 72 hours. The test was carried out for both
products. The vitality and the microbial load of each initial
bacterial suspension was verified daily.
Volume 14, Number 4, 2016

As a negative control, we used a solution containing
bacteria, and, instead of the products, we used physiological
saline solution at 0.9% NaCl. The same technique was used
to verify the level of effectiveness after 15 minutes of contact between bacteria and Pathoster. The limit of effectiveness was the period after which the product was unable
to exert a complete sterilization after contact with at least 1
of the 8 bacterial suspensions considered in this work. All
experiments were repeated 3 times, and the data provided
are the averages of the results.

Residual Activity
The residual activity is the effectiveness of the product after
a dilution with aqueous solutions. In order to verify the
residual activity of Pathoster 0.35% and Pathoster
0.50%, scalar dilutions of the products were performed in
physiological saline solution at 0.9% NaCl. The prepared
dilutions ranged from 10 - 1 to 10 - 8; in each dilution a
known amount of spores or bacteria was added. We used
the same bacteria used in the experiment. We carried out a
30-minute incubation aerobically at room temperature,
and subsequently each dilution was seeded in 3 plates
containing a specific medium for the bacterium used. The
perfect match between the number of bacteria inserted in
the solution and those subsequently detected during the
reading of plates was defined as ‘‘absence of residual inhibitory activity.’’ In this case, after the first dilution of
1:10, the products had no activity on bacteria. The inactivation of the antimicrobial activity of products in the
diluted solution ensures the accuracy of the contact time of
our experiments.

Results
Figures 1 and 2 show the graphs relating the stability of
Pathoster 0.35% and Pathoster 0.50% in the test at 5
minutes of contact with the bacteria used in this work.
Pathoster 0.35% maintained its sterilizing efficacy against
spores of B. anthracis on average for 17 – 1 days, while
against spores of B. cereus the sporicidal activity was preserved on average for 16 – 1 days. As far as the other bacteria, the sterilizing action persisted at least until the 26th
day. Pathoster 0.50% retained full sterilizing activity
against spores of B. anthracis for 25 – 1 days, while against
spores of B. cereus it maintained its effectiveness for 24 – 1
days. As regards the other bacteria, Pathoster 0.50% retained its sterilizing effectiveness at least until the 35th day.
Figures 3 and 4 show the graphs relating the stability of
Pathoster 0.35% and Pathoster 0.50% in the test at 15
minutes of contact with the bacteria used in this work.
Pathoster 0.35% retained its sterilizing efficacy against
spores of B. anthracis for 20 – 1 days, while against spores of
B. cereus it maintained its effectiveness for 21 – 1 days.
Pathoster 0.50% preserved its effectiveness against spores
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Figure 1.

The Stability of Pathoster 0.35% After Reconstitution. Efficacy against bacteria after a contact time of 5 minutes

of B. anthracis after a contact of 15 minutes for 27 – 1 days,
while against spores of B. cereus it maintained its effectiveness for 24 – 1 days. The sterilizing activity of the 2
products against other bacteria lasted for a longer time
compared to the sterilizing activity recorded against the
spores of B. anthracis and spores of B. cereus.
The results of this work confirm the sporicidal and biocidal activity of peracetic acid and, in particular, the effectiveness after a short contact (5 minutes). Specifically,
Pathoster 0.35% maintained its sporicidal efficacy after
reconstitution for 16 – 1 days and Pathoster 0.50% for
24 – 1 days. After these periods, a rapid and progressive
decay of sporicidal activity against spores of B. anthracis and
spores of B. cereus was observed for both products. Pathoster 0.35%, after 19 days from its reconstitution and when

placed in contact with spores of B. anthracis for 5 minutes,
was effective on 97% of the spores. However, on the 21st day
the effectiveness is about 59%, and it completely vanished
around the 25th day. As regards the action against spores of
B. cereus, it was verified that Pathoster 0.35%, after 18 days
from its reconstitution and when placed in contact for 5
minutes with spores, was still able to inactivate 97% of the
spores. The decline of its activity was slower, and on the 25th
day it was still able to inactivate 54% of spores; on the 26th
day it was able to inactivate 14% of spores.
The same trend was observed for Pathoster 0.50%,
which, after 27 days since its reconstitution, appeared to
have sporicidal action against spores of B. anthracis equivalent to 99%. In the following days, the sporicidal action
slowly decreased to a level of 12% after 34 days and 1%

Percentage of sterlization activity
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Figure 2.
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Figure 3.

The Stability of Pathoster 0.35% After Reconstitution. Efficacy against bacteria after a contact time of 15 minutes

after 35 days. Even in the case of Pathoster 0.50%, the
limit was determined by measuring the sporicidal activity
against the suspension of spores of B. cereus; after 24 – 1
days, it was observed that 1% (99% effectiveness of the
product) of the spores survived to the contact for 5 minutes.
The data concerning the conservation of biocidal activity
and sporicidal activity of the 2 products in the case of
exposure to bacteria for 15 minutes indicate that Pathoster 0.35% lost its sterilizing efficacy against spores of B.
anthracis (survival of 5% of spores) after 22 – 1 days, while
as regards the activity on the spores of B. cereus, on the 23rd
day there was a loss of effectiveness of 14%. Pathoster
0.35%, with a time of contact of 5 minutes with spores of
B. anthracis or B. cereus, completely lost its effectiveness

Figure 4.

after 27 – 1 days. Pathoster 0.50%, with a time of contact
of 15 minutes, showed a slower loss of efficacy: After 35 – 1
days from its reconstitution, it had an efficacy equal to 79%
on spores of B. anthracis and 76% on spores of B. cereus.
However, although the data are indicative of the real effectiveness, these data are the result of direct contact of the
bacterium with the sterilant.

Discussion
Peracetic acid has excellent biocidal and sporicidal activity.1,3,20,21 Unfortunately, aqueous solutions of peracetic
acid have short-term efficacy, because degradation processes

The Stability of Pathoster 0.50% After Reconstitution. Efficacy against bacteria after a contact time of 15 minutes
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cause a strong reduction of their activity.1,4 Such instability
is detected in the majority of products based on peracetic
acid currently on the market. The rapid loss of activity is a
disadvantage because, in order to be assured of the effectiveness of the treatment, operators are forced to reconstitute the product weekly.
Recently, to optimize the use of peracetic acid against
spores, it has been proven that the application of germinants increases the sensitivity of bacterial spores to peracetic
acid.28 One of the most interesting characteristics of
Pathoster is related to the long time stability, determined
by the addition of a stabilizer that is able to slow down the
process of degradation. In particular, the products stored
after reconstitution at room temperature keep their sterilizing power unchanged, after an exposure of 5 minutes, for
over 2 weeks in the case of Pathoster 0.35% and for more
than 3 weeks in the case of Pathoster 0.50%.
This article assessed the effectiveness of peracetic acid
against spores of B. anthracis and B. cereus and vegetative
forms of Y. pestis, B. mallei, B. pseudomallei, F. tularensis, B.
abortus, and B. melitensis, confirming peracetic acid as a
biocide and sporicidal agent of election against the main
bacteria agents with potential bioterrorism use.1 However,
it must be emphasized that the tests conducted in this work
were carried out at temperatures between 23C and 30C
and that the sterilizing activity of peracetic acid at low
concentrations and at short incubation times is less effective
at higher temperatures.29 In this regard, Kunigk and colleagues showed that at 45C the effectiveness of peracetic
acid decreases by 50% in 72 hours, while at 25C the effectiveness decreases by 33% after 10 days.30 In the field of
biological control it is very important to know the exact
period during which a sterilant is effective, because this information allows considerable cost savings and also facilitates
the work of operators. Because of its characteristics,
Pathoster 0.35% could be indicated for the sterilization of
closed working environments such as laboratories, hospitals,
operating rooms, or other working places, as the low content
of peracetic acid greatly reduces the risks connected to the
residual toxicity. A potentially disruptive effect on eyes and
the respiratory tract due to acetic smell has been reported in
the literature.4,31 The use of Pathoster 0.35% is also recommended for environments in which the temperature is
continuously monitored and constant throughout the year.
Conversely, the product with a concentration of 0.50%
peracetic acid is more suitable for outdoor use (eg, decontamination of means of transport of urban and special waste)
and in the sterilization of large work environments such as
contaminated slaughterhouses and floors.
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